This work presents a probabilistic model to evaluate the strength results obtained from an experimental characterisation program on notched components. The generalised local method (GLM) is applied to the derivation of the primary failure cumulative distribution function (PFCDF) as a material property (i.e., independent of the test type, load conditions and specimen geometry selected for the experimental campaign), which guarantees transferability in component design. To illustrate the applicability of the GLM methodology, an experimental program is performed using specimens of EPOLAM 2025 epoxy resin. Three different samples, each with a specific notch geometry, are tested. As a first scenario, a single assessment of each sample is obtained and the PFCDFs are used to perform cross predictions of failure. Some discrepancies are noticeable among the experimental results and cross-failure predictions, although they are within the expected margins. A possible reason for the disagreement can be assigned to the inherent statistical variability of the results and the limited number of tests per each sample. As a second scenario, a joint assessment of the three samples is performed, from which a unique PFCDF is provided, according to the GLM. In the latter case, a more reliable assessment of the experimental results from the geometry conditions is achieved, the suitability of the selected driving force is verified, and the transferability of the present material characterisation is confirmed.
Introduction
The presence of notches in structural components exemplifies one of the most common causes of fracture and fatigue failure in real structures under service. As a result, the current practical design is confronted with the effect of different complex notched-type structural details, such as joints or holes, which act as stress concentrators, thus influencing the fracture and fatigue design assessment according to the directives of the structural integrity concept.
Because of the practical relevance of the above problem, different deterministic models have been developed in the last decades that aim to solve the notch effect due to stress concentrations. Among them, some efforts have been devoted to calculating the influence of the stress distribution based on the stress intensity factor concept within a large variety of notch types and geometries, such as Peterson's well-known works [1, 2] , summarised in reference [3] .
On the other side, the model based on the theory of critical distances (TCD) proposed by Taylor [4, 5] has worldwide recognition. As a whole, that model constitutes a group of methodologies, namely point, line, surface and volume methods, in terms of the definition of the characteristic material parameter, denoted the critical distance (L). In the case of the point method, a fracture is expected to In this work, the epoxy resin EPOLAM 2025 was selected as a suitable material to be characterised because of its extensive use on aeronautics. To maintain the same mechanical properties of the material throughout the experimental campaign, the traceability of all samples was ensured. The epoxy resin was supplied by AXSON Technologies (Barcelona, Spain), the manufacturing process of the resin plates was carried out by the National Institute of Aerospace Technology (Madrid, Spain) and the specimens were machined by Prodintec (Gijón, Spain).
The mechanical properties of the EPOLAM 2025 resin were obtained from a uniaxial tensile test showing a Young's Modulus, E = 2200 MPa, and a Poisson coefficient, µ = 0.36.
Geometry, Test Plan and Procedure
To illustrate the proposed methodology for failure prediction in polymeric materials, an experimental campaign was carried out in which dog bone specimens, each exhibiting a particular notch type, were used. Figure 1 shows the geometry and main dimensions of the three different notched specimen types. The experimental program consists of eight A-type specimens, six B-type specimens and five C-type specimens.
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Proposed Methodology
This section describes the steps required to derive and validate the primary failure cumulative distribution function (PFCDF) according to the generalised local model (GLM), as proposed in reference [11] . The PFCDF represents a material property, thus it should be an objective and unique probabilistic description of the characterisation, irrespective of notch geometry and size of the samples tested. The flowchart in Figure 3 summarises the methodology proposed with the main inputs and outputs at each step involved in the procedure. The first step consisted of performing an experimental program that allowed us to know the critical loads related to the failure of the specimens tested. Afterwards, a finite element model (FEM) was used to obtain the distribution of the generalised parameter ( ) for each specimen subjected to the critical loads registered. Following, the and the size of each element in the model ( ) were used to obtain the PFCDF for each notch type by applying the GLM. With the aim of validating the suitability of the failure criterion selected, once the PFCDF for each notch type was known, different cross predictions of failure among the different notch types under study were performed and compared with the experimental results observed in the laboratory. If the cross predictions agree with the experimental results, it is possible to perform a joint evaluation of all samples to obtain a unique PFCDF with a higher reliability, which can be used to predict the failure for any type of notch. The following subsections describe the main steps of the methodology. Test results for the three samples tested representing three different notch types.
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Finite Element Model
To determine the critical stress conditions at failure, the progressive loading process at each test was simulated using the commercial FEM software ABAQUS 6.12 (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp, Johnston, RI, USA) [12] . In the case of EPOLAM, an epoxy resin which exhibits a clear brittle behaviour at failure, the maximum principal stress has been found to be the adequate generalized parameter (GP) to which failure of the material is referred to. In any case, other failure criteria could be envisaged as possible candidates in a more complete study, where the methodology applied is the same as that proposed here. According to the above, the FE analysis focused on the calculation of the local values of that parameter during the application of the remote load (i.e., for different and incremental load steps). Figure 4 shows a view of the mesh used, which consisted of around 100,000 linear four-node brick elements with reduced integration (C3D8R). With the aim of reproducing the tests conditions prescribed by ASTM D638 (2004) [13] for this kind of test, the lower part of the specimen was fixed whereas the final load acting at the test end was applied at the upper part of the specimen. The validation of the FEM was confirmed by comparing the reaction forces and the local displacements at the upper part of the specimens of the numerical model with those results obtained experimentally. In all the cases, a highly satisfactory fitting was observed.
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To evaluate the experimental results obtained, the GLM developed by the authors [11] was used to derive the PFCDF for each sample. The GLM aimed to obtain the PFCDF as a material property independent of the type of test performed, or in other words, irrespective of the loading conditions and geometry and size of the specimen used in the test. According to reference [15] , the probabilistic model, as related to a strength problem, should be based on the Weibull distribution function for minima, as given by Equation (1):
where GP represents the selected driving force and β, λ and δ are the shape, location and scale parameters of the Weibull distribution, respectively. The PFCDF provides an unequivocal relation between the probability of failure and the GP value when the latter is applied uniformly on a specific size, denoted as reference size S re f , associated with the scale parameter. Figure 6 and Table 1 show the three PFCDFs calculated by applying the GLM to the experimental results from the previous test program. When the results from the three samples were evaluated in a separated way, they did not appear to fully confirm the previous expectations concerning the uniqueness of the three, making PFCDFs a material property that should not depend on geometry or test conditions. It is possible that the large scatter observed in the experimental results, along with the limited number of tests within each sample under the same test conditions, led to the broad confidence intervals in the PFCDF definition. Regardless, the confidence intervals of the respective PFCDFs overlap in some way, thus providing a possible justification for the observed disagreement. The validity of those PFCDFs is discussed in the following section. To evaluate the experimental results obtained, the GLM developed by the authors [11] was used to derive the PFCDF for each sample. The GLM aimed to obtain the PFCDF as a material property independent of the type of test performed, or in other words, irrespective of the loading conditions and geometry and size of the specimen used in the test. According to reference [15] , the probabilistic model, as related to a strength problem, should be based on the Weibull distribution function for minima, as given by Equation (1):
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Validation of the Primary Failure Cumulative Distribution Functions
To ensure the reliability of the PFCDFs and the transferability of the results among the three experimental programs carried out, the PFCDF obtained for each notch type was used to derive the joint cumulative distribution function prediction failure for all the samples as a whole. To do so, local and global probabilities of failure were obtained, taking into account the particular stress distributions associated to each notch type and their influence on the scale effect. 
To ensure the reliability of the PFCDFs and the transferability of the results among the three experimental programs carried out, the PFCDF obtained for each notch type was used to derive the joint cumulative distribution function prediction failure for all the samples as a whole. To do so, local and global probabilities of failure were obtained, taking into account the particular stress distributions associated to each notch type and their influence on the scale effect.
First of all, the size of any element (S ij ) on a finite element mesh can be different from the reference size (S re f ) defined in the previous section. For that reason, it was necessary to enrich Equation (1) by including the scale effect (See Equation (2)):
Equation (2) provides the probability of failure for a finite element associated to a size (S ij ) subject to GP ij . To proceed to the prediction of the local probabilities of failure for each notch type sample, the remote load was gradually incremented from zero to a value that guaranteed a global (i.e., for the specimen as a whole) probability of failure near 99.9%. For example, Figure 7 shows the local probabilities of failure (hazard maps [16] ) for the three notch type samples associated to a remote load of 1000 N. Those predictions were made using Equation (2) First of all, the size of any element ( ) on a finite element mesh can be different from the reference size ( ) defined in the previous section. For that reason, it was necessary to enrich Equation (1) by including the scale effect (See Equation (2)):
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. To proceed to the prediction of the local probabilities of failure for each notch type sample, the remote load was gradually incremented from zero to a value that guaranteed a global (i.e., for the specimen as a whole) probability of failure near 99.9%. For example, Figure 7 shows the local probabilities of failure (hazard maps [16] ) for the three notch type samples associated to a remote load of 1000 N. Those predictions were made using Equation (2) particularised to the PFCDF associated with Notch Type B. Once the hazard maps were obtained, the evolution of the global probability of failure associated to the remote load applied could be obtained by applying the weakest link principle defined by Equation (3):
As can be seen in Equation (3), the global probability of failure depends on the values of the Weibull parameters ( , and ). Thus, different predictions can be made depending on the PFCDF Notch Type A Notch Type B Notch Type C Once the hazard maps were obtained, the evolution of the global probability of failure associated to the remote load applied could be obtained by applying the weakest link principle defined by Equation (3):
As can be seen in Equation (3), the global probability of failure depends on the values of the Weibull parameters (λ, δ and β). Thus, different predictions can be made depending on the PFCDF adopted to perform the prediction (See Table 1 ). Taking into account that the Weibull parameters should be material properties, it is possible to predict the failures of a certain notch type based on the PFCDF associated to another notch type, which means that cross predictions of failure between different notch types would be performed. Figure 8a shows the predictions of failure (0.05, 0.5 and 0.95 global probabilities of failure) obtained from the PFCDF associated to Notch Type A, Figure 8b from Notch Type B and Figure 8c from Notch Type C. These graphs represent the cross predictions of failure because the experimental results and conclusions associated to a particular notch type (i.e., A) were used to predict the failure for the other notch types (i.e., B and C). adopted to perform the prediction (See Table 1 ). Taking into account that the Weibull parameters should be material properties, it is possible to predict the failures of a certain notch type based on the PFCDF associated to another notch type, which means that cross predictions of failure between different notch types would be performed. Figure 8a shows the predictions of failure (0.05, 0.5 and 0.95 global probabilities of failure) obtained from the PFCDF associated to Notch Type A, Figure 8b from Notch Type B and Figure 8c from Notch Type C. These graphs represent the cross predictions of failure because the experimental results and conclusions associated to a particular notch type (i.e., A) were used to predict the failure for the other notch types (i.e., B and C). As can be seen in Figure 8 , the cross predictions and the experimental results agreed relatively well because the vast majority of points were on the band p = 0.05−0.95 predicted. Nevertheless, some experimental results were found not to be properly distributed around the predicted p = 0.50 probability of failure or to fall outside the expected probability of failure range, p = 0.05−0.95. To prove that this solution is possible and that the possible deviations can be associated to the scatter of the experimental results and the reduced size of the experimental campaign, the Anderson-Darling statistical hypothesis test was used. This hypothesis test was applied to each pair of estimated failure As can be seen in Figure 8 , the cross predictions and the experimental results agreed relatively well because the vast majority of points were on the band p = 0.05−0.95 predicted. Nevertheless, some experimental results were found not to be properly distributed around the predicted p = 0.50 probability of failure or to fall outside the expected probability of failure range, p = 0.05−0.95. To prove that this solution is possible and that the possible deviations can be associated to the scatter of the experimental results and the reduced size of the experimental campaign, the Anderson-Darling statistical hypothesis test was used. This hypothesis test was applied to each pair of estimated failure cumulative distribution functions and the experimental data samples. The results proved that, in all the cases, the experimental results could pertain to the distribution function associated with the prediction of failure for a significance level α = 0.10.
Joint Evaluation of All Notch Types
From the point of view of reliability, two possible alternatives in the planification of an experimental program could be recommended as suitable. In the first, a unique experimental program comprising all the tests is carried out, seemingly providing a unique PFCDF with enhanced reliability because of the higher number of tests performed under identical features. In the second, n experimental subprograms (i.e., more than one) of different features are carried out to probe the validity of the GP to transfer results from one type of experiment to another, thus leading to n single PFCDFs with moderate reliability because of the smaller number of specimens tested within each of the subprograms. Nevertheless, by resorting to the GLM, it is feasible to derive a unique PFCDF from the n single PFCDFs, which ensures more reliably of the material characterization because it encompasses the randomness of the participating test subprograms. Furthermore, the GLM allows the failure criterion selected to be checked and possibly validated by applying cross predictions, as mentioned above.
Accordingly, the next step was a procedure to obtain a unique PFCDF from several PFCDFs as derived from all the experimental subprograms. To do so, all results were referred to the same reference size [17, 18] , and finally a unique PFCDF with narrower confidence intervals than the previous ones was obtained (See Figure 9 and Table 2 ). From the point of view of reliability, two possible alternatives in the planification of an experimental program could be recommended as suitable. In the first, a unique experimental program comprising all the tests is carried out, seemingly providing a unique PFCDF with enhanced reliability because of the higher number of tests performed under identical features. In the second, n experimental subprograms (i.e., more than one) of different features are carried out to probe the validity of the GP to transfer results from one type of experiment to another, thus leading to n single PFCDFs with moderate reliability because of the smaller number of specimens tested within each of the subprograms. Nevertheless, by resorting to the GLM, it is feasible to derive a unique PFCDF from the n single PFCDFs, which ensures more reliably of the material characterization because it encompasses the randomness of the participating test subprograms. Furthermore, the GLM allows the failure criterion selected to be checked and possibly validated by applying cross predictions, as mentioned above.
Accordingly, the next step was a procedure to obtain a unique PFCDF from several PFCDFs as derived from all the experimental subprograms. To do so, all results were referred to the same reference size [17, 18] , and finally a unique PFCDF with narrower confidence intervals than the previous ones was obtained (See Figure 9 and Table 2 ). 
Test Type
A-B-C 152.72 2.77 43.68 In this case, the suitability of the GP is confirmed in Figure 9 because the results for each sample are randomly and homogenously distributed along the PFCDF, or, in other words, all along the 0-1 probability range.
Validation of the Primary Failure Cumulative Distribution Function
The joint PFCDF obtained in the previous step was used to derive the global failure cumulative distribution function predicted for each notch type sample following the same procedure described in Section 2.3. A comparison between the real and predicted experimental failures provided information about the quality of the final PFCDF derived. As can be seen in Figure 10 , the predictions agreed well with the experimental results in all cases, as confirmed by the statistical hypothesis test that had already been performed. In this case, the suitability of the GP is confirmed in Figure 9 because the results for each sample are randomly and homogenously distributed along the PFCDF, or, in other words, all along the 0-1 probability range.
The joint PFCDF obtained in the previous step was used to derive the global failure cumulative distribution function predicted for each notch type sample following the same procedure described in Section 2.3. A comparison between the real and predicted experimental failures provided information about the quality of the final PFCDF derived. As can be seen in Figure 10 , the predictions agreed well with the experimental results in all cases, as confirmed by the statistical hypothesis test that had already been performed. 
Discussion
In view of the results obtained in this work, the PFCDF can be corroborated as a material property. Based on the PFCDF, the applicability of the methodology to failure prediction presented was confirmed by cross derivations of the PFCDFs obtained from different test conditions. The joint evaluation, implying all the tests from the different notch type samples, improved the reliability associated with the prediction of failure. In this way, an optimal relation could be found between the probability of failure and the GP for a given reference size.
Although different PFCDFs were obtained from the particular notch types considered in the experimental program, only a final average PFCDF arose as a representative for the material independently of the three different types of tests performed. This proves that the methodology presented in this paper is applicable to the characterisation of the same material using to any other type of notched components.
The methodology presented in this paper to achieve the assessment of failure prediction of notched components was confirmed by its application to the evaluation of experimental results from tests using notched specimens made of EPOLAM 2025 epoxy resin, mainly due to the potential interest of this characterisation for different purposes in aeronautical designs. Its application can be extended and recommended to any other type of brittle material.
Conclusions
The following principal conclusions can be drawn from this paper:
• Based on the GLM, a unique PFCDF was derived from the experimental results as a material failure property (i.e., independent of the test type, load conditions and specimen geometry and size selected for the experimental campaign). The PFCDF guarantees transferability in a component design. • The PFCDF can be applied to predict failure for and from different notch types (cross predictions), and its suitability was confirmed by assessing the results from an experimental program performed on EPOLAM 2025 epoxy resin specimens with three different notch types. • The high scatter inherent to the experimental strength results of EPOLAM 2025 attests to the necessity of applying probabilistic models to their assessment if transferability and safe designs of components are intended. 
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Conclusions
•
Based on the GLM, a unique PFCDF was derived from the experimental results as a material failure property (i.e., independent of the test type, load conditions and specimen geometry and size selected for the experimental campaign). The PFCDF guarantees transferability in a component design.
The PFCDF can be applied to predict failure for and from different notch types (cross predictions), and its suitability was confirmed by assessing the results from an experimental program performed on EPOLAM 2025 epoxy resin specimens with three different notch types.
The high scatter inherent to the experimental strength results of EPOLAM 2025 attests to the necessity of applying probabilistic models to their assessment if transferability and safe designs of components are intended.
The GLM allowed the test data of this material to be jointly evaluated as pertaining to a unique sample, irrespective of the diversity of the notch geometries and an unequal or even scarce number of results per sample. 
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